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Step back into the world of bestselling author Joelle Charbonneau’s Dividing Eden, with a short story set decades before
Carys and Andreus are destined to fight for Eden’s throne. Lady Betrice has been cloistered for two years, desperate to
learn the art of Seeing and be allowed to remain with the seers of the Village of Night forever. Now that her parents have
passed, there is nothing waiting for her at home but her lecherous uncle and his sinister plans. So when a stoic young
guard, assigned by her uncle to deliver her back home without incident, reveals a secret about his own dark past, Betrice
seizes the opportunity to harness their combined power into a plan to leave Eden forever. But for once, Betrice’s uncle is
not the only man lying in wait on the road home—King Adham and his son Prince Ulron are her uncle’s guests, and when
Betrice’s escape plot backfires, she may just find herself in a position she never could have foreseen.
It's been three months since musician Miranda Grey became a vampire and married David Solomon. But when a
powerful force from David's past appears, Miranda begins to realize how little she really knows about her husband.
When sabotage strikes, high school choir coach Paige Marshall fights to save her singers from suspicion in the third Glee
Club mystery from the New York Times bestselling author of the Testing trilogy. They have the talent. They have the
heart. Nothing can stop Prospect Glen’s choir from taking home the trophy in the Show Choir National Competition. But
below the soaring voices, there are murmurs of suspicion. So-called accidents keep befalling the other choirs. Yet
Prospect Glen remains untouched. With their competitors clamoring for them to be disqualified, the group may soon be
singing a different tune. If there’s anyone who can restore harmony to the competition, it’s Paige. But this time she’ll
needs to stick her neck out to discover who’s behind the sabotage, or she may end up singing her own swan song...
From acclaimed novelist Jonis Agee, whom The New York Times Book Review called “a gifted poet of that dark lushness
in the heart of the American landscape,” The River Wife is a sweeping, panoramic story that ranges from the New Madrid
earthquake of 1811 through the Civil War to the bootlegging days of the 1930s. When the earthquake brings Annie
Lark’s Missouri house down on top of her, she finds herself pinned under the massive roof beam, facing certain death.
Rescued by French fur trapper Jacques Ducharme, Annie learns to love the strong, brooding man and resolves to live
out her days as his “River Wife.” More than a century later, in 1930, Hedie Rails comes to Jacques’ Landing to marry
Clement Ducharme, a direct descendant of the fur trapper and river pirate, and the young couple begin their life together
in the very house Jacques built for Annie so long ago. When, night after late night, mysterious phone calls take Clement
from their home, a pregnant Hedie finds comfort in Annie’s leather-bound journals. But as she reads of the sinister
dealings and horrendous misunderstandings that spelled out tragedy for the rescued bride, Hedie fears that her own life
is paralleling Annie’s, and that history is repeating itself with Jacques’ kin. Among the family’s papers, Hedie
encounters three other strong-willed women who helped shape Jacques Ducharme’s life–Omah, the freed slave who
took her place beside him as a river raider; his second wife, Laura, who loved money more than the man she married;
and Laura and Jacques’ daughter, Maddie, a fiery beauty with a nearly uncontrollable appetite for love. Their stories,
together with Annie’s, weave a haunting tale of this mysterious, seductive, and ultimately dangerous man, a man whose
hand stretched over generations of women at a bend in the river where fate and desire collide. The River Wife richly
evokes the nineteenth-century South at a time when lives changed with the turn of a card or the flash of a knife. Jonis
Agee vividly portrays a lineage of love and heartbreak, passion and deceit, as each river wife comes to discover that
blind devotion cannot keep the truth at bay, nor the past from haunting the present.
A teen from Ohio discovers he's the last in a long line of magical warriors chosen to fight to the death. Before he knew
about the Roses, sixteen-year-old Jack lived an unremarkable life in the small Ohio town of Trinity. Only the medicine he
has to take daily and the thick scar above his heart set him apart from the other high-schoolers. Then one day Jack skips
his medicine. Suddenly, he is stronger, fiercer, and more confident than ever before. And it feels great—until he loses
control of his own strength and nearly kills another player during soccer team tryouts. Soon, Jack learns the startling truth
about himself: He is Weirlind; part of an underground society of magical people who live among us. At the head of this
magical society sit the feuding houses of the Red Rose and the White Rose, whose power is determined by playing The
Game: a magical tournament in which each house sponsors a warrior to fight to the death. The winning house rules the
Weir. As if his bizarre magical heritage isn't enough, Jack finds out that he's not just another member of Weirlind—he's
one of the last of the warriors, at a time when both houses are scouting for a player.
Cia Vale is now seventeen and has everything she ever dreamed of: a boy she loves, a place at the University and a
future as one of the leaders of the United Commonwealth. The Testing should be nothing more than a blank space in her
mind; an achievement to be celebrated, and then forgotten. But Cia remembers. As further evidence of the government's
murderous programmes comes to light, Cia must choose whether to stay silent and protect herself and her loved ones, or
expose The Testing for what it is. Above all, the University is a dangerous place, and Cia must remember the advice her
father gave her: TRUST NO ONE. Second instalment of this critically acclaimed futuristic trilogy.
An epic, hugely entertaining YA fantasy inspired by the tale of Snow White, perfect for fans of Victoria Aveyard and Sarah
J Maas.
The TestingHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Remy Alexander wants vengeance. When she and her friends discover a clue that could help reveal the truth behind the
massacre that claimed her sister's life, she may finally get her chance. Valerian Orlean wants answers. Why the girl he
was in love with disappeared three years ago. Why she joined the Resistance - a covert organization sworn to destroy
everything he believes in. When he is appointed to lead a government program whose mission is to hunt and destroy the
Resistance, he may finally find his answers - and Remy. In a world where the powerful kill to keep their secrets, and the
food you eat can change who you are, Remy and Vale are set on a collision course that could bring everyone together Page 1/4
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or tear everything apart. In this science-fiction dystopia, the mother-daughter writing team of Kristina, Amira, and Elena
Makansi immerse readers in the post-apocalyptic world of the Okarian Sector, where romance, friendship, adventure,
and betrayal will decide the fate of a budding nation.
Samara is one of the Knowing, and the Knowing do not forget. Hidden deep in the comfort and splendor of her
underground city, a refuge from the menace of a coming Earth, Samara learns what she should have never known and
creates a memory so terrible she cannot live with it. So she flees, to Canaan, the lost city of her ancestors, to Forget.
Beckett has flown through the stars to find a dream: Canaan, the most infamous social experiment of Earth's antiquity.
Beckett finds Samara in the ruins of the lost city, and uncovers so much more than he ever bargained for -- a challenge
to all he's ever believed in or sworn to. When planets collide and memories clash, can Samara and Beckett save two
worlds, and remember love in a place that has forgotten it? At once thought-provoking and utterly thrilling, this
extraordinary companion novel to Sharon Cameron's #1 New York Times bestselling The Forgetting explores the truth
and loss that lie within memory, and the bonds that hold us together.
Now cured, Fiona Tarsis and her twin, Jonah, set out to find their mother with the help of Bowen and former neighbor
Jacqui, who are all planning to spread the cure along the way, but raiders will do anything to stop them and new ally
Kevin may have ties to those raiders.
Stories + Puzzles = Reading Success! Highlights Puzzle Readers offer an innovative approach to learning that integrates
puzzles and stories to develop motivated, confident readers. Soar with Kit and Kaboodle as they take their first plane ride
in this Level 2 Highlights Puzzle Reader. Kids can help the duo by finding items for their journey in six Hidden Pictures
puzzles that double as story illustrations. With a bonus picture dictionary, Kit and Kaboodle Fly the Skies is perfect for
readers who are starting to explore reading.
See the secrets of Eden’s twisted legacy from a new perspective with this short story set in the world of bestselling
author Joelle Charbonneau’s Dividing Eden. Graylem was born to expect a life of thievery, but superior swordsmanship
and a desire for something better had long fueled his dreams to become a member of a noble family’s guard. But when
his sister Deevana’s latest scheme forces them to leave their home—and all memories of their life in Blackthorn
Keep—behind, they chart a southern course towards a new life in Irae, by way of the magnificent Garden City. Disguised
as northern nobles, they quickly find themselves caught up in the mysterious politics of Eden’s royal family—and
infatuated by its newest member, the beautiful seeress Imogen. A member of Eden’s guard offers Graylem the chance to
prove his worth, but his brutal trial for entry into the guard is waylaid by the appearance of Prince Andreus and Princess
Carys. Graylem may be a simple man, but when he sees the royal siblings conferring in secret, he knows that all is not
well in the Palace of the Winds—and before long, he learns that whatever darkness is lurking in the city’s walls could
mean devastation for his family… and for Eden.
The gripping final instalment of this best-selling futuristic trilogy, perfect for fans of The Hunger Games. The United
Commonwealth teeters on the brink of all-out civil war. Testing survivor Cia Vale knows that she alone can lead the
rebellion against the government, but to do so she must risk the lives of those she loves, and gamble on the loyalty of her
lethal classmates. In the electrifying conclusion to this bestselling trilogy, Cia must use all she's learned to fight for a
future that's free from fear, and the stakes are higher than ever... Ready or not, it's Graduation Day.
“No one gets something for nothing. We all should know better.” Teenagers at Wisconsin’s Nottawa High School are
drawn deeper into a social networking site that promises to grant their every need . . . regardless of the consequences.
Soon the site turns sinister, with simple pranks escalating to malicious crimes. The body count rises. In this chilling YA
thriller, the author of the best-selling Testing trilogy examines not only the dark side of social media, but the dark side of
human nature.
Spatial reasoning tests are widely used during selection processes which require an ability to use practical and visual
skills. They are more common in jobs such as engineering and driving roles but are also more and more being utilised on
medical and science roles. Spatial reasoning, or ability as it is sometimes called, involves the candidate visualising and
then manipulating different complex shapes and patterns. Competence in spatial awareness is said to be mostly
inherited; however, tests have proven that your ability in this type of test can be greatly improved with targeted practice.
This book will provide you with over 230 pages of sample spatial reasoning test questions and answers to help you
prepare thoroughly for the tests.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Testing trilogy comes the first novel in the pitch-perfect Glee Club
mystery series. Even as a struggling opera singer, Paige Marshall has never seen anything like the cut throat competition
of the Prospect Glen High School show choir. As their new coach, she’s getting an icy reception from championshiphungry students who doubt she can take them to a first-place trophy. Toughing this gig out may prove harder than
scoring her big break... Especially now that her best young male singer is suspected of killing the arrogant coach of
Prospect Glen’s fiercest rival choir. For Paige to clear his name, she’ll have to sort through a chorus of suspects—and go
note-for-note with a killer who’ll do anything to knock her out of the spotlight for good.
My life had always been blissfully, wonderfully normal. But it only took one moment to change everything. Suddenly, my
sister, Georgia, and I were orphans. We put our lives into storage and moved to Paris to live with my grandparents. And I
knew my shattered heart, my shattered life, would never feel normal again. Then I met Vincent. Mysterious, sexy, and
unnervingly charming, Vincent Delacroix appeared out of nowhere and swept me off my feet. Just like that, I was in
danger of losing my heart all over again. But I was ready to let it happen. Of course, nothing is ever that easy. Because
Vincent is no normal human. He has a terrifying destiny, one that puts his life at risk every day. He also has enemies . . .
immortal, murderous enemies who are determined to destroy him and all of his kind. While I'm fighting to piece together
the remnants of my life, can I risk putting my heart—as well as my life and my family's—in jeopardy for a chance at love?
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Seven students trapped in their school after a bomb goes off must fight to survive while also discovering who among
them is the bomber in this provocative new thriller from the author of the New York Times bestselling Testing Trilogy.
Perfect for fans of This Is Where It Ends. A congressman's daughter who has to be perfect. A star quarterback with a
secret. A guy who's tired of being ignored. A clarinet player who's done trying to fit in. An orphaned rebel who wants to
teach someone a lesson. A guy who wants people to see him, not his religion. They couldn't be more different, but before
the morning's over, they'll all be trapped in a school that's been rocked by a bombing. When they hear that someone
inside is the bomber, they'll also be looking to one another for answers. Told from multiple perspectives, Time Bomb will
keep readers guessing about who the bomber could be--and what motivated such drastic action.
Now a freshman at the University in Tosu City with her hometown sweetheart, Tomas, Cia Vale attempts to expose the
ugly truth behind the government's grueling and deadly Testing put her and her loved ones in great danger.
“Wow! Shades of Fahrenheit 451 and Orwell’s 1984. Painfully real and urgent. Read this book.” —Michael Grant, New
York Times bestselling author of the Gone series Bestselling author Joelle Charbonneau’s eerily timely, high-stakes
page-turner is destined to start important conversations at this particular moment in our history. Meri Beckley lives in a
world without lies. When she looks at the peaceful Chicago streets, she feels pride in the era of unprecedented hope and
prosperity over which the governor presides. But when Meri’s mother is killed, Meri suddenly has questions that no one
else seems to be asking. And when she tries to uncover her mother’s state of mind in her last weeks, she finds herself
drawn into a secret world with a history she didn’t know existed. Suddenly, Meri is faced with a choice between
accepting the “truth” or embracing a world the government doesn’t want anyone to see—a world where words have the
power to change the course of a country and where the wrong ones can get Meri killed.
Stories + Puzzles = Reading Success! Highlights Puzzle Readers offer an innovative approach to learning that integrates
puzzles and stories to develop motivated, confident readers. Get ready for fun as Kit and Kaboodle visit an amusement
park in this Level 2 Highlights Puzzle Reader. Kids can help the duo by finding items for their journey in six Hidden
Pictures puzzles that double as story illustrations. With a bonus picture dictionary, Kit and Kaboodle Ride a Roller
Coaster is perfect for readers who are starting to explore reading.
"Olivia's parents were killed fourteen years ago. Now, new evidence reopens the case . . . and she finds herself
involved"-Georgia couldn't be more thrilled when she is asked to ride some top show-horses over the Easter holidays. She even
gets to take Lily and her gorgeous foal, Secret, to the new stables. But who is the strange girl who keeps causing trouble
for them on the show circuit? Can Georgia get to the bottom of it all? Surely no one would want to harm the little
palomino pony?
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her: what to read, what to watch, what to believe. So
when Xander's face appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows with complete certainty that he is her
ideal mate . . . until she sees Ky Markham's face flash for an instant before the screen fades to black. The Society tells
her it's a glitch, a rare malfunction, and that she should focus on the happy life she's destined to lead with Xander. But
Cassia can't stop thinking about Ky, and as they slowly fall in love, Cassia begins to doubt the Society's infallibility and is
faced with an impossible choice: between Xander and Ky, between the only life she's known and a path that no one else
has dared to follow. Look for CROSSED, the sequel to MATCHED, in Fall 2011! Watch a Video
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their abusive father, faces the prospect of one
final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
Twelve people set aside their fears and ride a roller coaster, including one who has never done so before.
Twisted facts and bent truths take center stage in this sequel to Verify, which #1 New York Times bestselling author Ellen Hopkins
calls “a thought-provoking tale of intrigue, beautifully crafted.” Meri Buckley has lost everything. She lost her mother to a fight
much bigger than herself. Her father to grief, fear, and denial. And the truth—to an overbearing government that insists that
censorship and secrecy is the only path to peace. But though Meri and her band of truth-seeking Stewards did lose the first battle
in their quest to enlighten the public, they have not yet lost the war. Meri can start the revolution she seeks, if the powerful figures
who profit from the status quo don’t find her—and kill her first.
Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale rebels against her government's grueling and deadly testing process, a fight that puts her
and her loved ones in danger.
Aurelia, the first princess born in Renalt in 200 years, is destined to marry the mysterious prince of Achelva, Valentin, but her
treacherous lady-in-waiting, Lisette, plots to take her crown.
Stories + Puzzles = Reading Success! Highlights Puzzle Readers offer an innovative approach to learning that integrates puzzles
and stories to develop motivated, confident readers. Join Kit and Kaboodle as they visit the sights in Sillyville in this Level 2
Highlights Puzzle Reader. Kids can help the duo by finding items for their journey in six Hidden Pictures puzzles that double as
story illustrations. With a bonus picture dictionary, Kit and Kaboodle Explore the City is perfect for readers who are starting to
explore reading.
Siblings Fritz and Franny have fun trying all the rides at the amusement park in this early reader from Geisel Honor winner Tina
Kügler!
In book three of The Testing series, the United Commonwealth wants to eliminate the rebel alliance fighting to destroy The Testing
for good, and though Cia is ready to lead the charge, will her lethal classmates follow her into battle? 75,000 first printing.
When a dead body turns up at her best friend's bridal shower, Rebecca Robbins, while trying to cook Thanksgiving dinner and
track down the thieves responsible for a string of home invasions, must solve a murder and get her friend safely married with the
help of her Elvis-loving grandmother. 15,000 first printing.
Two sisters recover from widowhood, divorce, and Bernie Madoff as unexpected roommates in a Manhattan apartment
Unexpectedly widowed Gwen-Laura Schmidt is still mourning her husband, Edwin, when her older sister Margot invites her to join
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forces as roommates in Margot’s luxurious Village apartment. For Margot, divorced amid scandal (hint: her husband was a fertility
doctor) and then made Ponzi-poor, it’s a chance to shake Gwen out of her grief and help make ends meet. To further this effort
she enlists a third boarder, the handsome, cupcake-baking Anthony. As the three swap money-making schemes and timid Gwen
ventures back out into the dating world, the arrival of Margot’s paroled ex in the efficiency apartment downstairs creates not just
complications but the chance for all sorts of unexpected forgiveness. A sister story about love, loneliness, and new life in middle
age, this is a cracklingly witty, deeply sweet novel from one of our finest comic writers. “Her worldview? Her enthusiasm, her
effortless wit? Just a few of the reasons we love Elinor Lipman.”–Boston Globe
From the author of the New York Times bestselling Testing trilogy comes a sweeping new fantasy series, perfect for fans of
Victoria Aveyard and Sarah J. Maas. Twins Carys and Andreus were never destined to rule Eden. With their older brother next in
line to inherit the throne, the future of the kingdom was secure. But appearances—and rivals—can be deceiving. When Eden’s king
and crown prince are killed by assassins, Eden desperately needs a monarch, but the line of succession is no longer clear. With a
ruling council scheming to gain power, Carys and Andreus are faced with only one option—to take part in a Trial of Succession that
will determine which one of them is worthy of ruling the kingdom. As sister and brother, Carys and Andreus have always kept each
other safe—from their secrets, from the court, and from the monsters lurking in the mountains beyond the kingdom’s wall. But the
Trial of Succession will test the bonds of trust and family. With their country and their hearts divided, Carys and Andreus will
discover exactly what each will do to win the crown. How long before suspicion takes hold and the thirst for power leads to the
ultimate betrayal?

The electrifying conclusion to the Dividing Eden series by the New York Times bestselling author of the Testing trilogy,
Joelle Charbonneau. The Trials of Virtuous Succession have ended. Prince Andreus is king—and Princess Carys is dead.
But even as he’s haunted by what he did to win the throne, Andreus discovers that his dream of ruling only brings new
problems. The people love his twin even more in death than they did when she was alive. The Elders treat him as a
figurehead. And worst of all, the winds of Eden are faltering. But despite what everyone believes, Carys is alive. Exiled to
the wilderness, Carys struggles to control the powers that have broken free inside her. And as she grows stronger, so
does her conviction that she must return to the Palace of Winds, face her twin and root out the treachery that began long
before the first Trials started. The Kingdom of Eden is growing darker with each passing day. Brother and sister, former
foes, must decide whether some betrayals cut too deep to be forgiven—and whether one will wear the crown or both will
lose everything.
It’s graduation day for sixteen-year-old Malencia Vale, and the entire Five Lakes Colony (the former Great Lakes) is
celebrating. All Cia can think about—hope for—is whether she’ll be chosen for The Testing, a United Commonwealth
program that selects the best and brightest new graduates to become possible leaders of the slowly revitalizing post-war
civilization. When Cia is chosen, her father finally tells her about his own nightmarish half-memories of The Testing.
Armed with his dire warnings (“Cia, trust no one”), she bravely heads off to Tosu City, far away from friends and family,
perhaps forever. Danger, romance—and sheer terror—await.
When the honeybee population disappears and a pandemic sweeps across the planet, the government tried a bioengineered cure even deadlier than the problem. Branded with the mark of the vaccine, Fiona must navigate this new
dystopian world. But there's no cure for being stung. . . Fiona doesn't remember going to sleep. But when she opens her
eyes, she discovers her entire world has been altered-her house is abandoned and broken, and the entire neighborhood
is barren and dead. Even stranger is the tattoo on her right wrist-a black oval with five marks on either side-that she
doesn't remember getting but somehow knows she must cover at any cost. And she's right. When the honeybee
population collapsed, a worldwide pandemic occurred and the government tried to bio-engineer a cure. Only the solution
was deadlier than the original problem--the vaccination turned people into ferocious, deadly beasts who were branded as
a warning to un-vaccinated survivors. Key people needed to rebuild society are protected from disease and beasts inside
a fortress-like wall. But Fiona has awakened branded, alone-and on the wrong side of the wall . . . Don't miss these other
books by Bethany Wiggins: Stung: Stung Cured The Transference Trilogy: The Dragon's Price The Dragon's Curse
Shifting
“The third time’s the charm with even more adventure—and gore—as the Rot & Ruin series continues” (Kirkus Reviews).
Reeling from the devastation of Dust & Decay, Benny Imura and his friends plunge deep into the zombie-infested
wastelands of the great Rot & Ruin. Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong journey through a fierce wilderness that was once
America, searching for the jet they saw in the skies months ago. If that jet exists then humanity itself must have
survived…somewhere. Finding it is their best hope for having a future and a life worth living. But the Ruin is far more
dangerous than any of them can imagine. Fierce animals hunt them. They come face to face with a death cult. And then
there’s the zombies—swarms of them coming from the east, devouring everything in their paths. And these zoms are
different. Faster, smarter, and infinitely more dangerous. Has the zombie plague mutated, or is there something far more
sinister behind this new invasion of the living dead? One thing Benny and his companions can’t afford to forget: In the
great Rot & Ruin, everything wants to kill you.
An all-new story continuing the events from the award-winning series of novels. Meet Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong as
they stay one step ahead of the zombie hordes.
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